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Our replies are in blue colour 

Client Comments: Hi, looking very nice! :-)  

 

I have just one page to draw your attention to please, that being the Current Investments 

overview page. The headings are running out of the boxes and the boxes are generally too 

narrow. Perhaps the image can slot on top of the text boxes in order to allow a little more 

room? 

 

Other than that I will advise once we get the other images through from the client. 

 

Many thanks for your efforts. 

  

I have asked for the images and also a couple of initial blog posts if possible so that we can 

add them into the news page. 

Can the news page (blog) be set up any further while we wait for those at all? 

Hi. 

Here is the other dropbox link you need: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rq6gkirb5af8dw4/AACwTEm-ouBoRRhxeARwOhoMa?dl=0 

Sorry that's my fault, I hadn't noticed there were two different folders sent by the designers. 

Hopefully this contains what you need. In case anything isn't clear please shout. 

Also we have asked the client to prepare a couple of blog posts, but we can still deliver the 

site beforehand as long as the blog itself is ready. 

Many thanks for your help 

Our Response:  

We have set up the blog/news page. We still are not able to find images in both dropbox. Let 

us know if we can move the site to your server and wind up the project. Let us know if you 

have any comments over the site. 

Client’s message: 
On my system the blog page looks like the below. However the design should be like this link: 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Alcyon%20Website_15.09.2015?preview=07_News+b.jpg 
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Some of the images are in the dropbox folders as below. 

High Performance Doors Logo 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ofnd2wmiotra1at/AABGJjJI2Npq0kurc6ud8rd2a?dl=0&previe

w=logo_hpdoors-17.png 

Barclay & Mathieson limited logo and inline content 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ofnd2wmiotra1at/AABGJjJI2Npq0kurc6ud8rd2a?dl=0&previe

w=logo_bm+steel-16.png 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Matt%20Dickson_Ibiz%20Consult/images?preview=04_cas

e+study+other+pictures.jpg 

The others I have flagged up for immediate attention. 

The site can be moved to my server once fully complete and ready to show the client.  

Sorry about the delay with these last few images, they shouldn't take long to retrieve. 

Here are the other images we have been waiting on. 

 

High performance doors 

. banner image 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Matt%20Dickson_Ibiz%20Consult/images?preview=hp+do

ors+hero+image.jpg 

. inline content image 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Matt%20Dickson_Ibiz%20Consult/images?preview=hp+do

ors+inner+image-18.jpg 

Goldfinch 

. inline content image 

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Matt%20Dickson_Ibiz%20Consult/images?preview=goldfin

ch+inner+image-16-16.jpg 

Please let me know once ready and suggest the best way to upload to demo so I can show 

the site to the client to finalise the project. 

I don't mind whether we use our demo link or yours, as long as there is no reference to 

Credofy please, if you wouldn't mind. 

We are scheduled to show the site to the client tomorrow or wednesday for approval, any 

final tweaks, and subsequent settlement. 
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Many thanks for your help 

Our message: 

Hello Matt, those images have been added 

We can upload it to your server by today itself. And can do any other tweaks that are needed 

later on your server.  

Let me know when you can transfer remaining funds so we can start the transferring process. 

We strongly believe in making good business relations, so not to worry about the final work 

*********** 

Client’s massage: 

Thanks for sorting that out for me. It's unfortunate about the dalay caused by the server 

redirect. 

I have reviewed the site and noticed three things that are missing: 

1) the image on the Barclay and Matheson page (see attached) 

2) fwd/back navigation on the current investments page 

3) prev/next navigation on the blog posts page 

Please can you see to these for me asap? I will then show the client and flag up any other 

points if needed. Many thank 

Our message: 

Have placed the image on Barclay and Mathieson page. About the previous/ next options, 

the theme supports it in different way, see attached screenshot. Same for the news 

prev/next.  

Also have deleted the extra plugins. 

Client’s massage: 

I now have the feedback in from the client and design team, so hopefully we can apply the 

last few tweaks to the Acylon website in order to wrap it up 100%... :-)  

Please see the below and confirm it's all clear and okay and how soon we can have the 

updates all ready. 

We have been working on the feedback for Alcyon website.  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/h45fo7sz9ftf6ty/feedback.pdf?dl=0 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2d87722gtfusz0j/AADhABGSgnT8fyddrY4YAfEHa?dl=0 
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We are pretty happy with the work done here: resolution, functioning, everything works 

perfect. Again, really happy to work with you on this. 

On the feedback attached we have focused on details that need to be changed. This is 

because small things will make the difference and we are a little perfectionist as you will 

noticed -.- 

On pages ‘Home’ ‘About Alcyon’ and ‘Criteria’ there are several things to change but on the 

rest everything is almost done. 

 These details are: 

- changes on things that we made (which come from our ‘mistakes')  

- changes on things that have been implemented slightly different from design 

Changes on things we made. In general all the images of headers look washed so we have 

uploaded new ones with a bolder green-blue effect on Dropbox. We have also changed sizes 

and weights on text to unify the overall contents hierarchy. 

Changes on things implemented different from design. Mainly distances between things that 

need to be adjusted and some other details. 

There are three things that we would like to see with you in terms of functioning that can 

make the homepage a bit more appealing. It would be great to have your thoughts here 

on each of the following: 

 Transition effects on hero image. We are pretty happy with the effect fade in/out. 

However, we are not 100% sure if it is dynamic enough. We were thinking if it is 

possible to try with this slide effect instead http://www.ignant.de As long as we are 

not 100% sure about it, we would like to hear your thoughts, which effect you think is 

more suitable? 

 Slideshow at bottom of homepage. We have been thinking about this and we would 

like to see if it is possible to get back to the idea of having sliding images along with 

scrolling news here. This is because the water theme is too repetitive and the fact of 

having some of the work displayed here will make home page more interesting. Is it 

possible to do it?  

 Regarding to the parallax effect we discussed about at the beginning. Is it possible to 

apply it only to homepage? So hero slideshow stays static and when user scrolls down 

information goes above image as in http://www.ignant.de. 

Our message: 

All changes are done 

Client’s message: 
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Just to let you know that we have now (finally) set the site up this evening on it's proper 

domain, ready for launch:  

http://www.alcyoncapital.co.uk/ 

I just wanted to thank you again for all your hard work on this project.  

I think the attention to details is what makes the site great in the end. 

Thanks again and I look forward to working with you guys on our next project.  

SITE IS LIVE 
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